CAPABILITY
STATEMENT
Providing quality labour hire services
and creating pathways for success

GOLDFIELDS LABOUR HIRE
Goldfields Labour Hire (GLH) is an Aboriginal owned and managed business providing
civil and mining labour hire to the Goldfields region of Western Australia.
Our established workforce provides a range of specialised skills that support mining and
civil project requirements, including heavy plant operations. The group is built up of both
Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal members of the community, with the goal of supporting and
developing a majority Aboriginal workforce.
Directors Shannon Meyer and Lena Abdullah (Tjarru Tjarru tribe) are Goldfields locals, well
known across the region with significant experience in community engagement, cultural
awareness, and correctional services. With a strong desire to support positive outcomes in
the community and the experience to back them up, GLH is currently developing a Prison
Reintegration Program that will provide training, mentorship and career pathways.

Our mission is to be part of the growing and developing multicultural country in
which we live, providing Labour and continued up-skilling through a broad range
of Nationally Accredited courses, and a range of quality skilled Labour to industry.
Our aim is to help individuals empower themselves by providing opportunities
through training and integration into employment, and sustain a balance in all
areas between employment and personal life.

OUR STORY
Directors Shannon Meyer and Lena Abdullah have been
employed in the Correctional Services industry, where
they have been exposed to prison work programs which
aim to create employment skills for low-risk prisoners
prior to the end of their custodial sentence.
GLH was founded with the goal of creating a trusted and
reliable labour hire company that would facilitate the
development of their own training and career pathway,
aiming to reduce the rate of re-offences in the local
community, and provide a sense of belonging.
Starting with their first agreement with Linkforce WA to
provide a mining shutdown crew, GLH aim to expand
their workforce and grow their program to support
career opportunities for all of the local community.

OUR SERVICES
Goldfields Labour Hire is a local Aboriginal business that provides labour hire, workforce
services and recruitment to the mining and construction industries in the Goldfields region.
Our local knowledge and rapport with the community allow us to immediately provide the
market with a truly local Aboriginal labour hire provider.

Recruitment

Mentoring

Labour Hire

Utilising our professional networks and connections within
the local community, we seek
out new, quality candidates for
work placement opportunities
in the mining and civil industry.

We mentor candidates through
the application and interview
process to build-up personal
confidence. We also provide
ongoing check-ins to ensure
they have continued support.

We connect suppliers with our
pool of qualified plant operators
and maintain regular communication with suppliers to ensure
our personnel are performing to
the highest level as required.

Cultural Awareness

Prison Reintegration Program

Calling upon our heritage and experience, we
provide regular cultural awareness and sensitivity
workshops within the prison system and direct to
businesses in mining and construction.

We are in the process of developing a dedicated
program providing certified industry training to
low-risk prisoners, career opportunities postrelease, and ongoing personal support.
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